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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Popular Decorative Natural Marble Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile

Short Description: The Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile features

small diamond white marble and brown small pencil marble

pieces meticulously arranged in a basketweave pattern. This

classic basketweave tile pattern adds a touch of sophistication

and timeless charm to any interior or exterior design project.

Model No.: WPM005

Pattern: Basketweave

Color: White & Brown

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

This fog chain link stone mosaic is a popular decorative building stone material in the market. Breaking the

traditional basketweave marble tiles’ patterns, this fog chain link design looks more distinctive when installed

on the walls. This exquisite mosaic tile combines white marble and brown marble with a fog chain link pattern,

which will create a special option for enhancing the aesthetic appeal of any space. The Fog Chain Link Stone

Mosaic Tile features small diamond white marble and brown small pencil marble pieces meticulously

arranged in a basketweave pattern. This classic basketweave tile pattern adds a touch of sophistication and

timeless charm to any interior or exterior design project. The natural variations in the marble's veining and

coloration further enhance the tile's beauty, making each piece unique. With its basketweave marble tiles,
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captivating fog chain link pattern, and versatility of applications, this mosaic tile is a perfect choice for creating

visually magnificent and sophisticated spaces.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Popular Decorative Natural Marble Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile

Model No.: WPM005

Pattern: Basketweave

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM005

Color: White & Brown

Material Name: Eastern White Marble, Crystal Brown Marble

Model No.: WPM112

Color: White & Wooden

Material Name: Wooden White Marble,Thassos Crystal Marble

Model No.: WPM113A

Color: White & Dark Grey

Material Name: Eastern White Marble, Nuvolato Classico Marble

Model No.: WPM113B

Color: White & Light Grey

Material Name: Eastern White Marble, Italian Grey Marble



Product Application

One of the key applications for this mosaic tile is as a marble mosaic backsplash in kitchens. The Fog Chain

Link Stone Mosaic Tile lends a touch of luxury and refinement to the kitchen space, elevating its overall

aesthetic appeal. The intricate pattern and the natural beauty of the marble create a focal point, adding visual

interest to the backsplash area. Whether your kitchen features a modern or traditional design, this mosaic tile

will seamlessly integrate into the space, providing an elegant backdrop for cooking and entertaining.

Additionally, it can also be utilized in bathrooms to create impressive marble mosaic bathroom tiles. The tile's

water-resistant properties make it an ideal choice for shower walls, accent walls, or bathroom flooring. The

sophisticated fog chain link pattern adds a sense of depth and dimension to the bathroom, transforming it

into a serene and spa-like oasis. Paired with sleek fixtures and natural stone elements, this mosaic tile creates

a harmonious and luxurious atmosphere.

Furthermore, this mosaic tile is suitable for various other applications. It can be used to enhance the elegance

of entryways, living rooms, or even outdoor spaces such as patios and poolside areas. Its durability and

resistance to wear make it a practical choice for both residential and commercial projects.

Whether used as a marble mosaic backsplash in the kitchen or as marble mosaic bathroom tiles, this premium

mosaic stone will bring a touch of luxury and elegance to any setting. Elevate your space with the timeless

beauty of the Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile and enjoy a truly remarkable aesthetic experience.



FAQ

Q: What is the size of the Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile?

A: The Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile is available in a standard size of 320x300mm.

Q: Can this mosaic tile be used for both walls and floors?

A: Yes, the Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile is suitable for both wall and floor installations, offering versatility in design.

Q: Are the colors and patterns consistent across all tiles?

A: The Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile is made from natural marble, so slight variations in color and veining are

expected. These variations add to the tile's beauty and uniqueness.

Q: Can I order samples of the Fog Chain Link Stone Mosaic Tile?

A: Yes, samples of the mosaic tile are available for order. Contact our customer service info@xmwanpo.com for assistance

with sample requests.


